The emergence of a distinct vocabulary of anti-Jewish imagery in the medieval art of northern Europe has been richly documented and analyzed by art historians, who often present it in the context of a general deterioration in Christian attitudes toward Jews from the twelfth century onward. Less attention, however, has been paid to the question of how and when this phenomenon occurred in the visual culture of medieval Christian Spain. On the surface, medieval Iberian art of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries offers few parallels to the overtly derogatory images of Jews and Judaism that emerged with such force in northern Europe during that same period. Nonetheless, it can be argued that by the later years of that span, such imagery did begin to emerge in Christian Iberia, in tandem with other social transformations.

One focal point for this phenomenon was the reign of Alfonso X, king of Castile from 1252 to 1284. Although Jewish-Christian relations under Alfonso are less well documented in general than those in neighboring Aragon, a largely favorable view of Jews has been attributed to the king on the basis of what is, in fact, a mélange of contradictory
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evidence. Some of the king’s recorded actions did measurably benefit Jews, although they probably were motivated not so much by idealism as by the desire to take advantage of Jewish expertise in science, philosophy and the administration of newly conquered Andalusian cities. These actions include the king’s donation of mosques to Jewish communities in recently captured Seville, his ongoing employment of Jews as physicians and high-ranking administrators (at times in flagrant disregard of canon law) and his engagement of Jews in many of the spectacular scholarly undertakings for which his reign is famous. Contradicting these deeds, however, are the embedded elements of anti-Judaism found in many of the king’s legal and literary projects and, as will be discussed below, the persecution of Jewish communities that marked the king’s final years. In most historical accounts, nonetheless, the king’s positive actions toward the Jews win out.

A peculiarity of past inquiry on this topic is that it has centered so magnetically around the words and actions of Alfonso himself, the extraordinary scholar-king whose political idealism and literary and scientific ambition have earned the attention and affection of so many modern scholars. To credit the bulk of Castilian social development to such a compelling figure is indeed tempting, and probably not entirely inaccurate. However, in the present essay, which considers the visual imagery that was produced to accompany Alfonso’s famous collection of Marian songs, the Cantigas de Santa María, I propose to move slightly away from the person of the king, examining this imagery not, as has been done before, in terms of the Alfonso’s own ideas about Jews, but as at least partially separate from them—as a reflection of the increasingly